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LAPD Detective Harry Bosch is off the chain in the fastest, fiercest, and highest-stakes case of his

life.  Fortune Liquors is a small shop in a tough South L.A. neighborhood, a store Bosch has known

for years. The murder of John Li, the store's owner, hits Bosch hard, and he promises Li's family

that he'll find the killer.  The world Bosch steps into next is unknown territory. He brings in a

detective from the Asian Gang Unit for help with translation--not just of languages but also of the

cultural norms and expectations that guided Li's life. He uncovers a link to a Hong Kong triad, a

lethal and far-reaching crime ring that follows many immigrants to their new lives in the U.S.  And

instantly his world explodes. The one good thing in Bosch's life, the person he holds most dear, is

taken from him and Bosch travels to Hong Kong in an all-or-nothing bid to regain what he's lost. In a

place known as Nine Dragons, as the city's Hungry Ghosts festival burns around him, Bosch puts

aside everything he knows and risks everything he has in a desperate bid to outmatch the triad's

ferocity.
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After disappointing Harry Bosch tales (The Overlook, The Brass Verdict) Connelly has brought back

the Harry that hooked me in the earlier tales. Harry is still back in homicide (no closer duty for him)

and during a slow night he is asked to investigate a shooting in a "rougher" section of LA. Harry and

his partner (Ferras) grudgingly take the assignment and learn that a convenience store owner was

murdered in his store. The case draws Harry's interest because he remembers the store and that



the owner was once kind to him several years earlier. He assures the owner's son that he will catch

the culprit.As Harry starts to realize that this might not have been a routine robbery but a possible

execution by a Triad hitman. Harry starts to zero in on a suspect and then receives a threatening

call to tell him to back off. Harry shrugs it off and continues but then his investigation stalls when he

receives a video showing that his daughter (Maddy) being kidnapped in Hong Kong. He rushes off

to save her realizing that if he is not back by the end of the weekend a possible suspect in the

shooting will be set free.It is a tense plane ride to Hong Kong and Harry feels powerless because

there is nothing he can do in the air. When he gets to Hong Kong he is aided by his ex-wife (Eleanor

Wish) and her boyfriend. Harry has limited clues but through very good forensic science he was

able to possibly know where to look for Maddy. It becomes a race to find Maddy because any delay

could mean that she might already be dead.The tension of the chase is so tense you can cut it with

a knife and the "determined " Harry definitely shows through. There is one sequence at a boat

where the action is pulse pounding and the tension rife.
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